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8 COMMON
PITFALLS WITHIN
CEM PROGRAMS:
INTRODUCTION

The strategy has been set,
the goals defined, senior
management is on board –
and now it is time to implement
your customer experience
management (CEM) program.

What could possibly go wrong?
Here are eight of the most
common – and damaging,
mistakes that you can make
when rolling out a voice-of-thecustomer (VOC) program:

SELECTING THE WRONG
CHANNEL FOR YOUR
CEM PROGRAM

OVER-SURVEYING

Mistake
Asking for too much customer information, or asking for this
information too frequently. Whether it’s surveying customers too often,
or creating overly long questionnaires, customers can be easily turned
off by the very process intended to improve their experience. In the
pursuit of customer-focused goals, you can ask too much, too often,
and ultimately achieve very little. Whether it’s surveying customers too
often, or creating overly long questionnaires, customers can be easily
turned off by the very process intended to improve their experience. In
the pursuit of customer-focused goals, you can ask too much, too often,
and ultimately achieve very little.
To this end, companies have to focus on not only the quantity of the
surveys they roll out to obtain actionable data, but importantly the
quality. Survey fatigue is driven not only by the relentless frequency
of surveys appearing in consumers inboxes or text messages, but the
potentially generic, impersonal or trivial nature of the question content.
Even the most loyal of brand fans can be put off by this seemingly
scattergun approach to surveying which inevitably leads to another
negative implication for brands hungry to improve their CX...as less
customers respond, the need to survey more to obtain workable data
increases, creating a vicious circle of negative customer experience.
Not to mention, over-surveying can also result in the need to survey
more. In particular, as customers become turned off by the influx of
surveys, they increasingly refuse to respond, meaning that firms, in
consequence, need to reach out more frequently because they are
getting fewer responses.
The Solution
Through customer segmentation, sampling, business rules and
intelligent survey branching techniques, you can fine-tune your research
methods to generate scientifically valid insights, while protecting
individual customers from ‘survey fatigue’ even if you have global reach
and millions of customers.

Mistake
Using your own requirements as a basis for selecting channels to deploy
your VOC program. Whether it’s the web, IVR, SMS, kiosk, or off-line
methodology such as hard copy and in-person interviews; if your
rationale is based on company-driven criteria as opposed to customer
preference and behavior, the program is immediately at risk for low
response rates and even poorer data quality.
The Solution
While you should be sensitive to resource availability, cost-effectiveness,
ease of deployment and even internal politics, the success of any CEM
still depends on the collection of data. You need to cater to customers’
need for ease and speed of communication. Think of it as if you are the
one voluntarily providing feedback or answering a survey. Determine
the respondent’s preferred communication channel – by lifecycle stage
and touch point – and, if need be, invest in that channel!

THINKING
SHORT-TERM

HOARDING
INSIGHT
Mistake
Trying to interpret and relay customer insights, rather than allowing
business stakeholders to have direct access to relevant insights. The
general tendency is to keep the data in silos where, out of habit, you’ll
interpret it, and then deliver your interpretations to the team as a
fact. Despite the richness and availability of actionable information,
centralised insights mean front-line staff aren’t given the opportunity to
learn from VOC in order to solve any issues.

Mistake
Taking the ‘one and done’ approach to customer experience
measurement. Periodic surveys allow your staff to ‘make their numbers’,
but the business landscape is constantly evolving. Service breakdowns
and poor frontline performance can be both random, and snowball;
thus, bad experiences can occur at any time. In today’s competitive
environment, the negative outcomes from waiting to identify these
failures until the next assessment period has the potential to erode
customer trust, loyalty, and advocacy.
The Solution
While comprised of some short-term elements, CEM, just like customer
relationships and lifetime revenue, is a long-term engagement. At every
touchpoint in the consumer lifecycle, whether they are engaged by
‘push’ or ‘pull’ mechanisms, you must continually collect insights using a
variety of channels.

The Solution
Enterprise CEM strategies and systems allow ease, speed and
customisation of the data, which can be distributed across the
organisation. Regardless of their role or responsibilities, customer
insights are easily structured to ensure staff receives only the information
they need to improve the customer experience; this way, they are not
overwhelmed with loads of data that has no relevance to them.

AVOIDING
INTERNAL
COMPETITION

FAILING TO
INTEGRATE
Mistake
Failure to recognise the customer experience as a singular concept that
spans the entire breadth of a company. There are different business
units and functions that engage customers, quantifying and qualifying
their experience. Improvements, however, rarely move past the tactical
phase unless these different views are consolidated into a single,
aggregate snapshot. One-off, ad hoc remedies can work in opposition to
one another, unless coordinated under company-wide strategy that is
based on a complete view of the customer experience.
The Solution
Map company touchpoints to understand the entire customer
lifecycle, and integrate them all under a common reporting framework,
regardless of whether they come from the web, customer service or
market research. To senior management, the greatest return from a
CEM program is often the single view of the customer experience.

Mistake
Not engaging front-line staff in competition that is often required to
meet shared, customer-centric goals. If you’re not meeting customer
experience expectations, it could be because high-impact goals belong
to the organisation rather than its people. In customer experience,
a company’s level of service is only as strong as each individual’s
performance on customer-facing channels, such as the web, contact
centre or retail setting. Hence, if you feel discomfort or hesitation when
it comes to incentivising your employees, or addressing their individual
responsibilities for improvements, you may actually be contributing to a
‘business as usual’ atmosphere that leaves the consumer with lowered
expectations.
The Solution
Empower staff with the insights, accountability and enterprise CEM
tools, and you may find that they embrace the competition. Shared
goals and measurable benchmarks must be accompanied by a system
of rewards and recognition, all of which can create a positive, customerand goal-oriented environment.

ONLY LOOKING AT
THE “BIG” PICTURE

feedback of your promoters can result in them becoming detractors,
or high-risk customers. One ResponseTek client saw the value in their
loyal promoters, and took extra efforts to identify highrisk, high-value
customers that were close to their contract expiry date. Then, they
offered these customers personalised offers and incentives that
focused on exceeding their expectations. Identifying these customers
and showing them how valued their feedback and loyalty was, proved
beneficial for both parties. In particular, the campaign resulted in 99%
of at-risk customers who received offers accepting the offer, while 42%
of those that accepted the offer were retained as customers.
The Solution
Give customers an always-on and catch-all collection mechanism
allowing them to send their feedback on anything related to their
experience, give customers a collection mechanism that’s always on and
always collecting. This allows them to send their feedback on anything
related to their experience, whenever they want, on the channels they
want. When integrated with standard alerting and communication
tools, you’ll not only remove the perception of walls that separate the
organisation from customers, but you’ll find this passive channel engages
customers, alongside ‘active’ CEM initiatives, in a cost efficient way.

IS THAT ALL?
Mistake
Ignoring individual customer experiences and focusing only on the
enterprise-wide view of the customer experience. Historically, large
organisations could not hone in on individual customer issues – this
left them in a vulnerable state because they could not react in time to
prevent bad press or word of mouth about the organisation. Those who
did have the ability to reach out and connect with unsatisfied customers
were limited because the service and technology was just far too
expensive to maintain. Today, customers know most companies have the
technology to address them individually – immediately. Failure to deal
with consumer resolution processes in real-time may result in customer
churn and a damaged reputation on social media and the web.
The Solution
Alongside enterprise and process-level commitments, there must be
an implementation of front-line alerting and communications tools that
provide a safety net for individual customers. Consider integrated brand
monitoring tools and the view of the customer experience alongside a
social media strategy for spotting broader trends in public perception.
These tools are useful in discovering views and insights before they
make the broader picture.

LEAVING INSIGHTS
AT THE TABLE
Mistake
Failing to make it easy for customers to share feedback, and neglecting
the feedback of promoters. The focus on strategic and transactional
CEM initiatives is often at the expense of one of the fastest, most
cost-effective way of collecting insights: unsolicited feedback–or
feedback that customers want to give you. Many customers, in fact,
prefer to drive the engagement process, if only they felt companies
were interested in hearing from them about topics and issues that
matter to them. Similarly, ignoring or forgetting to acknowledge the
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These are eight common mistakes in the implementation of a
CEM program along with their suggested solutions. The use and
implementation of them greatly depend on the size and maturity of
your organisation.
Contact ResponseTek today to get a copy of additional reports or case
studies on our work with the world’s top customer brands.
For more information on customer experience management programs
or ResponseTek, visit: www.responsetek.com

